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Following Nagata [2], we call an ideal of a ring semi-prime if and only if

it is an intersection of prime ideals of the ring. A semi-prime ring is one in

which the zero ideal is semi-prime. In view of the definition of the prime

radical of a ring given by McCoy [l, p. 829], we have that a ring is semi-

prime if and only if it has a zero prime radical. The semi-simple rings of

Jacobson [6] are also semi-prime.

In the first section of this paper, general properties of a semi-prime ring R

are developed. The discussion centers around the concept of the component

Ie of a right ideal / of R. The component Ie of / is just the left annihilator of

the right annihilator of I.

The second section is devoted to a study of the prime right ideals of a

semi-prime ring R. Prime right ideals are defined in R much as they are in a

prime ring [7]. Associated with each right ideal / of R is a least prime right

ideal pil) containing I. Some generalizations of results of [7] are obtained.

Thus if I and E are any right ideals of R and if a is any element of R, it is

proved that piliM') =pil)r\pil') and that pül:a)) = ipil):a).

In the third section, the structure of a semi-prime ring R is introduced

along the lines of the structure of a prime ring given in [7] and [8]. If ^(E)

is the algebra of all prime right ideals of R, then a subalgebra dt of ^3r(9î) is a

structure of R if (Al) to (A3) given below are satisfied. For each right ideal I

of R, I* is the least element of 9Î containing I.

(Al) 0, EG9Î.
(A2)  iirM')* = I*ÍM'*, I, I' any right ideals of R.

(A3)  ¡I:a)*=il*:a), aGR, I any right ideal of R.

(A4) The algebra 9Î has atoms.

In case (A4) is also satisfied by a structure 9î, this structure is called an

a-structure of R. It is proved that if R has an a-structure 9i, then any ideal 5

of R also has an a-structure provided that some atom of dt intersects 5.

Conversely, if the ideal 5 of R has an a-structure ©, then E has an a-structure

9Î induced by that of 5. If, furthermore, S'! = R, then © and 8Î are isomorphic.

The final section is devoted to the determination of all semi-prime rings

having an a-structure. If I is an atom of the a-structure 9Î of R, then Ie is a

prime ring. The union of all such prime rings contained in R is called the

base of R. It is shown that the base B of R is the direct sum of the prime rings

Ie, I an atom of '¡R, and that E = (E+Er)c where Br is the right annihilator of

B. Associated with each semi-prime ring R is a universal extension ring ./V(E)
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containing R as an ideal and having the property that Rc = NiR) [9]. The

final result is that R is a semi-prime ring with a-structure if and only if

B@B'QRQNiB)®NiB'), where B is the direct sum of prime rings each

having an a-structure and B' is a semi-prime ring having a non-atomic struc-

ture.

1. The component of an ideal. Our discussion throughout the paper is

limited to semi-prime rings. For any ring R, the sets of ideals, right ideals,

and left ideals are denoted respectively by $iR), 3v(E), and 3¡(E). If 5 is a

subset of R, then Sr iSl) denotes the right (left) annihilator of 5 in R.

Clearly SrG3riR) and S'G^iiP)', Sr (5!) is called an annihilating right (left)

ideal. We denote by 2Ir(E) (3Í¡(E)) the set of all annihilating right (left) ideals

of E, and let 31(E) = Sír(E)r\2l¡(E).
If S3 is a set of subsets of a given set B that is closed under the

operation of infinite intersection, then {S3; Ç, r~\} is called an algebra. This

is the only sense in which the word algebra is used in this paper. For example,

each of the sets of ideals defined in the previous paragraph is an algebra. If

B is in S3, then S3 defines a closure operation on any set S of subsets of B

containing S3. Thus for each S£E, define S* as the intersection of all elements

of S3 containing 5. The mapping *: S—*S* is a closure operation on S; that is,

SQS*; S** = S*; if SQS' then S*QS'*.
Levitzki [3, p. 29] and Nagata [2, Proposition 8] have recently proved

that a ring is semi-prime if and only if it contains no nonzero nilpotent ideals.

Clearly, then, a ring is semi-prime if and only if it contains no nonzero nil-

potent right (left) ideals. Every ideal of a semi-prime ring is also a semi-

prime ring [l, Theorem 4].

The results of this section have obvious duals obtained by interchanging

the roles of the right and left ideals.

1.1 Lemma. If IGSriR) and SESiR), then IS = 0 if and only if Ii\S = 0.

Proof. This follows from the chain iIf~\S)2QISQir\S.

A consequence of 1.1 is that 7fV = 0 for each IG3v(E). If SG3I(E) then
S = Slr, and since (5r5)2 = 0, evidently SrS = 0. We conclude that Sr = Sl for

each S£9I(E). We also note that Sr is the unique complement of 5 in that Sr

is the largest ideal of R such that Si^Sr = 0.

For each /£3v(E), the component Ie oí I in R is defined by

Jc = jrit

Clearly E£ 91(E), and the mapping c: I—*I* is a closure operation on 3r(E).

The component Ie of / is not in general the least ideal of R containing /, nor

is it in general even the least semi-prime ideal of R containing I. However,

E is a semi-prime ideal of R as we now show.

1.2 Theorem. For each 7£3v(E), Ie ¿s a semi-prime ideal of R.
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Proof. If, for 5G3(E), R/S is not a semi-prime ring, then there exists

EG3(E) such that

TDS,        T2QS.

Now (mSO'C^nS^O, and therefore ESr = 0. This proves that TQS°,

and hence that S^SC.

Since I'C = IC, it follows that R/Ic is a semi-prime ring, that is, that Ia

is a semi-prime ideal of E. This proves 1.2.

According to this lemma, 31(E) is an algebra of semi-prime ideals of R.

We shall give now another useful characterization of the ideals of 3t(E).

For S<GSiR) and KGSriR) with SZDJ, we shall say that 5 is close to I

if for each EG3KE),

mS ^0   implies    T C\ I * 0.

1.3 Theorem. For each IE^riR), E is the unique maximal close ideal of

I.

Proof. We first show that E is close to I. If TÍMI: = S^0, EG3¡(E),

then IS7¿0. For if IS = 0, then SÇE and 52 = 0 contrary to the assumption

that S^O. Thus inS^O and E is close to E
If SESiR), S^I, and 5E^0, then SC\Ir=T has the property that

EP\S?¿0, Tf~\I = 0. Hence 5 is not close to I. We conclude that 5 is close to

/ if and only if 5ÇE. This proves 1.3.

1.4 Theorem. If IG3r(E) aw¿ SE3ÍR), then

iisy = iir\ sy = p r\ s°.

Proof. Since ISQir\SÇpr\S°, and EH.SCG3Í(E), clearly

iisy ç: (/ n 5)c cpn s°.

If E'G3¡(E), E'n(EnSc) = E^0, then EfW^O and Ef^S^O. Since Tf\S
QP, evidently EPi(/r>5)^0. Now

(m (/ri5))2ç rn«,

and therefore TiMS^Q. This proves that iIS)c = I°r\Sc in view of 1.3.

1.5 Corollary. If I, EG3v(E), /¿e» (IT) ««/«TV".

Proof. We first note that iRI')c = I'c. Hence

(7E)C 3 E(E/')C = Ie r\ I'°.

Evidently iII')cQIci~M'c, and the corollary follows.

For each 7G3UE), (7+E)''Ç:EPiE = 0 and therefore

(7 + /')' = R.
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More generally, we have the following result.

1.6 Theorem. If IESAR) and .SGSI(E) with IQS, then

ii + irr\ sy = S.

Proof.   By   the   modular  law,   J+EPi5=(/+E)n5.   Hence,   by   1.4,

ii+pr\sy=ii+pyr\s=s.

1.7 Theorem. For each SESiR), 8t,(S) = {/HS; IG9Ir(E)}.

Proof. For each subset A of S, the right annihilator of A in 5 is simply

ArC^S. If ^4G3Ir(5), then it is evident from the equation AlA=0 that

AE&iR) and A'ESiiR). Also, if AESiiR), cES with iAr\S)c = 0, then
iAc)2=iAcA)c = 0 and Ac = 0. Thus iAnS)rnS = ArnS, and 1.7 follows.

A corollary of 1.7 is that 31(5) = {/AS; JG3I(E)}.
2. Prime right ideals. The concept of a prime right ideal was introduced

for prime rings in [7]. We show now that this concept is fruitful in a semi-

prime ring also.

The right ideal / of E is called a prime right ideal if and only if

2.1 abQI, a, 6G3fr(E) with bc = R, implies aQI.
The condition bc = R is equivalent to the condition b^O in case R is a prime

ring, for in a prime ring 31(E) = {0, R}.

It is clear that b in 2.1 might just as well be assumed to be an ideal of R,

since abQI implies a(Eb)C¡E and iRb)c = bc = R. We shall henceforth assume

this fact whenever it is convenient.

If aER, bESiR) with bc = E, and if abQI, a prime right ideal of R, then
evidently aEI- In particular, aRQI implies aGE

If IG3r(E) and abQI, a, bGS-(E) with b° = R, then a°r\b°ÇZIc and
acÇE. Thus uÇE regardless of whether or not I is prime.

2.2 Lemma. If I is a prime right ideal of R and if abQI, where a, bGSr(E)
with acCbc, then necessarily aQI.

Proof. Evidently aib + br)=abÇZI. Since ib+br)c = R by 1.6, necessarily

aÇ.1 according to 2.1.

It is evident that prime left ideals may be defined similarly, and that our

results on prime right ideals also apply to prime left ideals. We shall denote

the set of all prime right (left) ideals of E by ^(E) (^¡(-^))- It is clear that

^ßr(E) and tyiiR) are algebras. In view of our remarks before 2.2, we see that

31(E) C y,iR) n ^(#)-

The bound of a right (left) ideal / of R is defined to be the largest ideal of R

contained in I. We denote the bound of I by P.

2.3 Theorem. For each JG^ßr(E) we have EG3Í(E).
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Proof. If abtiP, a, bGSr(E) with bc = R, then a'bQP where a' is the ideal

of E generated by o. Since IEtyriR), we must have a'QI; and since a'ESiR),

a'QP. Thus I»E%iR). Now P'PÇZP, and therefore I*>QP by 2.2. Hence
EG3I(E) as desired.

It is obvious from 2.3 that an ideal 5 of R is in 'ißr(E) if and only if S

G31(E). It also follows that

31(E) = %iR) C\ %iR).

2.4 Theorem. //SG3I(E), then $,(S)ÇÇ,(.R) and ^¡(^çz^E) so that

3I(5)ç: 31(E).

Proof. If IE^riS), then IRQI since (7E)5ÇE Thus $riS)QSTiR). If
IE^riS) and abQI, a, bG3r(E) with b° = R, then a(bnS)CE and since
aQS, aÇJ. Thus IG'CriE) and the theorem follows.

The following theorem is analogous to [9, 2.5] which applies to prime

rings.

2.5 Theorem. Assume that SESiR) and that SC = R. For each IEtyriS),

define

V = {a;aE R, aS ÇZ/{.

Then I = IT\S and the mapping ' : I—+I' is an isomorphism between the alge-

bras %iS) and %iR).

Proof. We see immediately that %iS)Ç,^riR) and that I = IT\S for each

IE^riS). If abQP, a, bE&iR) with b' = R, then iaS)ibS)QI, aSQI, and
finally aQP. Thus I'E^AR).

If EG^ßr(E) and I = IT\S, and if abQI, a, bG3r(S) with b° = S, then
iaS)ibS)QI. Since aS, bSE&iR) and ibSy = R, this implies that aSQIT\S
due to the primeness of E. Hence aQI by remarks following 2.1 and IEtyriS).

If I'r\S = I"r\S for some E, E'G?r(E), then ESÇZE' and P'SQP.
Thus P = I". This completes the proof of 2.5.

We derive from 2.4 and 2.5 that for each SG3(E), tyriS) is isomorphic

to the subalgebra "Çri-S^) of "ißriE). The mapping of 2.5 also is an isomorphism

between 31(5) and 31(E).

2.6 Theorem. If {Sa} is a set of semi-prime rings and if S= \JaSa is the

ifinite) direct sum of the rings of this set, then

%iS) = {U/«:/«GÇ,(5.)}.

Proof. Let I=\JaIa, IaE^riSa). If abQI, where a, bESAS) and b° = S,
then iaSa)ibSa)QIa, and since ibSa)c = Sa, aSaÇiIa. Thus for each a=Uaa„

Ga, aaSaQIa and aaEIa. This proves that aEI, and hence that aÇTZ.

Therefore IE%iS).

If,  conversely,   IE%iS),   then   ISa^ir\Sa.   Since  ir\SaE%iSa),  an
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argument similar to that of the previous paragraph proves that IÇZ(JaiH^Sa).

Thus I=(Jaiir^Sa), and the proof of 2.6 is completed.

If © is a partially-ordered set with a least element 0, then a least nonzero

element of © is called an atom of @. The atoms of 31(E) are described by the

following theorem.

2.7. Theorem. The element S of 31(E) is an atom if and only if S is a prime

ring.

Proof. If 5 is an atom of 31(E), and if ab = 0, a, bESiS), then tVPib^O,
a", bcG3I(5). Since 8I(S)ç:91(E) by 2.4, and since S is an atom of 31(E),

clearly either a° = 0 or b° = 0. Hence 5 is a prime ring.

On the other hand, if 5 is a prime ring and 5G3I(E), and if O^TÇS for

some EG9l(E), then E(ErH5)=0 and 7>nS = 0. Hence SQT, and we con-

clude that 5 is an atom of 31(E).

With each IESAR) we can associate its prime cover pil), pil) being

the least element of tyAR) containing I. The mapping

p:l->pil)

of SAR) onto 'ißr(E) is a closure operation on 3ir(E), and since 7Ç^(7)ÇJC,

clearly ipiI)y = P.

2.8 Theorem. For each Ix, I2ESAR) we have

pil 1 CMi) = pih) n pili).

Proof. Let S3 be the set of all right ideals I oí R such that

/2/i,     ir\i2^piiii\i2).

Since Zorn's lemma applies to S3, we may select a maximal element / from

S3. Let us prove that JG'ißriE).

If abczj, a, bG3r(E) with b° = R and a^I, then

(a r\ Ii)b Çabr\l2Çir\I2çz pili r\ I2).

Hence aPiECI/JÍEif^E) and a = I since I is maximal in S3. Thus IEtyAR)-

Clearly, then, piliji^h^PiliCMi).
A continuation of the same process obviously yields that pili)r^pili)

QpiliCMi). Since it is evident that pili^IilQPiD^Pih), the proof of 2.8
is complete.

We recall that for IE3AR) and aGE,

il:a) = {b;bER, ab El}.

2.9 Lemma. IflE^AR) andaER, then iI:a)E<;X}AR)-

Proof. If ab^il-.a), a, bG3r(E) with b° = R, then (aa)bç/ and aaÇE

Thus aQilia), which proves that (7:a)G'í3r(E).
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2.10 Lemma. If aER and I ES AR) are such that iI:a)EtyAR), then
il:a) = ipil):a).

Proof. If (Ea) = (/„:a) for some linear sequence {/a}ç:^r(E), then

axEU„E implies that axEIa for some a, and this in turn implies that

xEiI:a). Thus il'.a) = (UaJ„:a). Let S3 consist of all I'ESAR) such that

E7JE il'.a) = il':a). By Zorn's lemma, S3 contains a maximal element E-

Let us prove that EG'ißr(E).

If ubÇE, a, bG3r(E) with b" = R and a3A, then

d(a:a)fi Ç /i    and    (a:a)b Ç (Ea).

Since iI:a)Es$AR)< we have (a:a)ÇZ(Ea). The maximality of E in S3 there-

fore implies that Ct = E- Thus EG'PriE).

Clearly E2£(-0, and il'.a) = ipil):a) = ili'.a) as desired.

2.11 Lemma. If aER and IESAR), then apiI)QpiaI).

Proof. Since (£(a/):a)7DE evidently ipial):a)0>pil)- Hence apil)

QPial).

2.12 Lemma. If aER and IESAR) with ¿73(0:a), then

aRf~\piaI) = apil).

Proof. Since ¿7J(0:a), we have I=ial:a). Similarly, iapil): a)=pil).

Now apiI)QpiaI) by 2.11, and therefore

Pial) C piapil)) S #(*(«/)) = #(a/).

Thus />(a7) =piapil)). We have by 2.10 that ipiapil)) :a) =pil), and hence

that ipial):a)=pil). Thus aR(~\piaI)=apiI), and 2.12 is proved.

2.13 Theorem. Eor eac/z agi? aw¿ 7G-3r(E), we Äai;e

pül-.a)) = (#(/):a).

Proof. Since (Ea)2(0:a), aRÍM = aiI:a) and, by 2.8,

piaR)i\piI) = piaiP.a)).

Thus aRr\piI)=aRr\piaiI:a)) and aRr\piT)=apiiI:a))  by 2.12.  Hence

ipil):a)=piil:a)) and the theorem is proved.

Since piiI:a)) = ipiI):a)=R if and only if aEPil), it is clear that £(/)

may be characterized as follows.

2.14 Corollary. For each IESAR),

Pil) = {a;aER,piiI:a)) = R}.

3. Structures of semi-prime rings. Consider a semi-prime ring E. A sub-

algebra 9Î of $AR) is called a (right) structure of E if the following three
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axioms are satisfied. For each IESAR), we denote by I* the least element

of 9Î containing I.

(Al) 0, EG9Î.
(A2) iir\p)* = i*r\i'*, i, PESAR)-
(A3) (7:a)* = (/*:a), 7G3,(E),aGE.
We shall restrict ourselves to right structures, although obviously one

could make similar remarks about left structures.

In view of the results §2, every semi-prime ring E has at least one struc-

ture, namely ^(E). It is not difficult to show that a ring can have more than

one structure.

If 9Î is a structure of R, then we note from (Al) and (A3) that (0:a)G3î

for each aER- It is clear then that

$ AR) 39Î3 81,(20 3 31(E).

Also, since IQpiI)QI* for each IESAR), we have ipil))* = l*.

For each IESAR), the following analogue of 2.13 clearly holds in dt.

3.1 I* = {a;aE R, il'.a)* = R}.

A structure 9Î of E is called an a-structure oí R if the following additional

axiom is satisfied by '¡ft.

(A4) The algebra 9î has atoms.

The structure 'ißr(E) is an a-structure of R provided that E has minimal

nonzero prime right ideals. In particular, any semi-simple ring (in the sense

of Jacobson [6 ]) with minimal nonzero right ideals has ^5r(E) as an a-structure,

since it is easily shown that the minimal right ideals of E are in ^5r(E).

A rather trivial example of a semi-prime ring E that is neither a prime

ring nor a semi-simple ring with minimal right ideals and that has an a-struc-

ture is given now. Let I be the ring of integers, and

3.2 R = {ia, b); ia, b) E I ® I, a + b E 21}.

If

Si = {ia, 0); a E 2l},        S2 = {(0, a); a E 2/},

then $r(2?) = {0, Si, S2, R} since E is commutative and <ßr(E) = 31(E) by 2.3.

Clearly $r(E) is an a-structure of E. We note that if S = Si+S2, then R/S

= 1/(2).

3.3 Theorem. If 9? is an a-structure of R and I is an atom of 9Î, then Ie

is an atom of 31(E).

Proof. If O^SÇE, SG3l(E), then SCM^O and IQS. Hence PQS, and
we conclude that Ie is an atom of 31(E).

This theorem together with 2.7 implies that if I is an atom of 9?, then Ie

is a prime ring.
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The remainder of this section will be devoted to the following problems.

If S is an ideal of E, does an a-structure of E induce an a-structure of 5?

And, conversely, does an a-structure of S induce an a-structure of E? The

answer to each of these questions, with certain obvious restrictions, is yes

as we shall now show.

3.4 Theorem. Let 9Î be an a-structure of R and SG3i(E), with at least one

atom of 9Î being contained in S. Then © = 3r(S)E\9î is an a-structure of S.

Proof. It is evident from 2.4 that © is a subalgebra of $r(S). If I* denotes

the least element of © containing IESAS), then 2* = (IS)* since £(7) =piIS).

Note that ISESAR) and that (7S)* is the least element of 9Î containing IS.

It is immediate that (Al) and (A4) hold for @; and (A2) is a consequence

of the following chain of inclusion relations:

(7 Pi /')* 2 ilS r\ I'S)* = i*r\ E* 2 (/ n 7')*,       E 2' G SAS).

For any ideal T of E, we shall use the notation (7:a)r to mean

iI:a)T = {b;b ET, ab El},       a E R, I Q R.

Clearly

(/H T:a)T = iI:a)Rr\ T.

In order to prove that (A3) holds for @, let IESAS) and aES. Then

it*:a)s = iHsf:a)R = iIS:a)*B C (/:o)s Ç (/*:«)*.

Hence (7*:a)ñ = (7:a)jj¡ and (7*:a)s= (7:a)*. This completes the proof of 3.4.

If SESiR) such that SC = R, then we proved in 2.5 that the structures

tyAR) and tyAS) are isomorphic under the mapping

3.5 r-*/'As,    i'e?r(Ä).

If 9î and © are subsets of tyAR) and ^rí-S) respectively that are in a 1-1 cor-

respondence by the above mapping, then evidently 3Î is an algebra if and

only if © is an algebra.

3.6 Theorem. Let SES(R) such that SC = R. If 9Î and © are subalgebras

of ^ßr(E) and $r(S) respectively that are isomorphic under the mapping 3.5, then

9î is an a-structure of R if and only if © is an a-structure of S.

Proof. It is clear that if either 3Î or © satisfies (Al) and (A4) then they

both do. So let us assume that 9î and © are algebras satisfying both (Al)

and (A4). For each 2 in SAR) iSAS)), let 2* (7A) be the least element of
9Î(©) containing 7. Evidently

If (A2) holds for 9Î, then for each 7, 7'G3fr(S),
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(7 P 7')A 7J (75 P 7'5)A = (75 P 7'S)* P 5 = (75)* P (7'S)* P 5

= 7AP7'A2 (7P7')A.

Hence (A2) holds for © also. Conversely, if (A2) holds for @, then for each

7,EG3r(E),

(7 p 7')* n53(ön i's)*r\ s = (75 p 7'5)A = 7A p 7,A

= (75)* P (7'S)* P 5 = 7* P 7'* P 5 7j (/ n 7')* P 5.

Hence (7PE)* = 7*PE* and (A2) holds for 9Î.
Let us now assume that (Al), (A2), and (A4) hold for both 9î and ©, and

prove that if (A3) holds for either dt or © then it holds for both. If (A3) is

satisfied by 9î, and if 7G3r(5), a G 5, then

(7A:a)s = ((75)*P5:a)s = ((7S)*:a)ÄPS = (75:a)ßP5

=  [iIS:o)R HS]* r\S = iISla)$ Ç (7:a)A Ç (7A:a)s.

Thus (A3) is satisfied by @.

Finally, let us assume that (A3) is satisfied by ©, and prove that it also

holds for 3î. First, let us prove that for each 7G© and aGE we have il'.a)s

G©. To that end, let J=il:a)s, cEJA, and L=iJ'.c)s. Then LA = S,

and since (7:ac)s73E, (7:ac)s=(7:ac)A = 5. Hence acEI and we conclude

that aJAQI, that is, that J = JA and (7:a)sG@-

If IESAS), aER, and cG5, then

Hl:a)s:c)s = il:ac)s

and

(7   :ac)s = ((7   :a)s:c)s = iliac)s = iilla)slc)s = Hlla)s lc)s.

Thus ((2A:a)s:c)s= ((2:a)A:c)sfor each eGS, and since iIA:a)s, (7:a)AG©,

this clearly implies that

iIAla)s = illa)i I E SAS), aER.

To complete the proof that (A3) holds for 9Î, let IESAR) and aER-
Then

iIla)*Rr\S= [(7:a)ÄP5]A= (7P5:a)s = ((7P5)A;a)s

= (7*P5:a)s = (7*:a)ieP5.

Thus iIia)%=iI*:a)R and (A3) holds for 9Î. This completes the proof of 3.6.

3.7 Theorem. If {Sa} is a set of rings such that each Sa of the set has a

structure ©a, and if © = U„5a is the ifinite) direct sum of the rings of this set,
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then

© = jy7«;7aG©«j

is a structure of S. This structure is an a-structure if and only if some ©„ is an

a-structure.

Proof. If 7/J = U«7/3aG©, then r\ßLß = ^aiC\ßIßa)E® and we conclude that

© is an algebra; it is a subalgebra of $,(5) by 2.6. For each IESAS), it is

clear that the least element 7* of © containing 7 is given by

7* = U (7 P Sa)*,
a

where (7P5„)* is the least element of ©« containing 7P5a. Since

(u Ia\ P (u 7:) = U ila P l'a)

for any Ia, I¿ G3v(S„), evidently (A2) holds for ©. In order to prove (A3)

for ©, note first that

(lj7a:a)= LIil al a) c

where aGS and IaESASa), and

il'.a)a= {b;bESa,abEl}.

Hence for each IESAS), aES,

il*la) = \Jiiir\Sa)*la)a= UiinSa'.afa = (U(7PSa:a)„)

= (U7PSa:aVç:(/:a)*ç; (/*:a).

Thus (A3) holds for ©, and © is a structure of S. Clearly, © is an a-structure

if and only if some ©„ has atoms. This proves 3.7.

If now 5 is any ideal of the semi-prime ring E, then a structure 9Î of E

induces a structure of 5° by 3.4. In turn, the structure of Sc induces an iso-

morphic structure of 5 by 3.6. The resulting structure of 5 is an a-structure if

and only if 3Î is an a-structure having at least one of its atoms contained in 5".

If, conversely, the ideal 5 of the semi-prime ring R has a structure @,

then a structure of R is induced by ©. To see this, we take an arbitrary struc-

ture ©' of 5r. For example, we might select ©' = ^r(5r). Then © and ©' in-

duce a structure of 5+Sr by 3.7. Finally, this structure of 5+5r induces an

isomorphic structure of E by 3.6, since R=iS+Sr)c. Clearly the induced
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structure of E is an a-structure if © is.

4. Determination of all semi-prime rings with a-structures. If E is a

semi-prime ring with a-structure 9Î, and if

33(E) =  {P; I G % I an atom},

then the base of E is defined to be the ring union B of all elements of S3: B

= \JaSa, 5„GS3(E). In view of 2.7 and 3.3, the elements of 33(E) are prime

rings.

4.1 Theorem. The base B of a ring R is the i finite) direct sum of the distinct

elements of 33(E).

Proof. If {Sa; aGA} C33(E) and EG33(E) with

T P  (     U     Sa )   *   0,

then

for some finite subset of {5„}. Hence

t(\j sA ?¿o,

and therefore TSi?±0 for some S,G {Sa|. Since 5¿ and T are atoms of 31(E),

evidently E = 5¿. Thus B is a direct sum of the elements of 33(E).

The base B of a ring E is similar to the socle of a semi-simple ring with

minimal right ideals as defined by Dieudonné [4]. The socle is defined to be

the union of all minimal right ideals of the ring. Dieudonné shows that the

socle of a ring is a direct sum of simple rings. It is clear that if E is a semi-

simple ring with minimal right ideals, then the socle of E is contained in the

base of E.

If the ring E has an a-structure 9Î, then the component Bc of the base

B in E has an a-structure induced by 9î according to 3.4. Now B is the base

of Bc and B itself has an a-structure isomorphic to that of Bc by 3.6. In turn,

each prime ring EaG33(E) has an a-structure induced by 9Î. Since the a-struc-

ture of a prime ring is unique [7, p. 806], the a-structure of each Ba induced

by 9î must be the intrinsic a-structure of Ba- The base B of E has a structure

induced by the prime rings E„G33(E) according to 3.7. Let us now prove that

this is the unique a-structure of B.

4.2 Theorem. If B is the base of R so that B = \JaBa, EaGS3(E), and if

©a is the a-structure of Ba, then
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© =   |U Ia;    la E ©«}

is the unique a-structure of B.

Proof. Let ©' be an a-structure of B such that the base of B relative to

©' is again B. Then ©'P3r(E„) =©a for each a in view of 3.4 and the

uniqueness of the a-structure of a prime ring. For each I ES AB), let 7A (7*)

be the least element of ©' (©) containing 7. If IESA^a), then Ia = I*. Now

for any I ES AB), (7PE„)*Ç7A and therefore 2* = U«(2PEa)*Ç2A. Thus

7A* = 7A = U (7A P Ba)* = U (7 P Ba)A* = 7*,
a a

and we conclude that ©' = ©.

We know now that if E is any semi-prime ring with a-structure 9Î and

base B, then R = iB+BT)e where B has an intrinsic a-structure induced by its

prime components and Br has a structure induced by 9Î that definitely is not

atomic. Let us now try to find all semi-prime rings that possess a-structures.

For a given ring E, such as a semi-prime ring, having the property that

Er = 0, it was shown in [9, 1.2] that there exists a universal extension ring

7V(E) containing E as an ideal and having the property that Er = 0 in 7V(E).

Another way of looking at it is that 2VYE) is a maximal ring containing E as

an ideal for which Rc = NiR).

The ring 7V(E) may be defined in the following way. Consider the additive

group E+ of E as a left E-module and let EiR) be the total endomorphism

ring of this module. Then E+ may be considered as an (E, £(E))-module. It

is clear that E is a right ideal of £(E) ; one has only to select 2V(E) as the

normalizer of E in EiR).

4.3 Theorem. If R is a semi-prime ring, then so is any ring T such that

RQTQNiR).

Proof. If 52 = 0, SESiT), then (ES)2 = 0, and, since RSESiiR), E5 = 0.
Hence 5 = 0, and we conclude that E is a semi-prime ring.

For any set {Ta} of rings, we have been using the notation UaEa for the

finite direct sum of these rings. In the following theorem, the notation

y^„ Ta is used to signify the full direct sum of the rings of this set.

4.4 Theorem. If {Sa} is a set of semi-prime rings, then R = U„S„ also is

a semi-prime ring and 2v~(E) = ^a 7V(5„).

Proof. It is clear that E is semi-prime. Since (5Q7V(E)5^)2 = 0 if a^ß,

S„iV(E)S<ï = 0 and we conclude that each SaG3(2V(E)). Hence for each

aEN(R), SaaÇ.Sa and a has the same effect on S« as some aaENiSa).

Clearly a = X)„ aa so that ./V(E)Ç £« 2V(S„). That £„ 2V"(5„)Ç/v"(E) is evi-

dent, and 4.4 is proved.
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4.5 Theorem. If Ris a semi-prime ring with a-structure 9î and base B, then

B ® B'QRÇZ NiB) ® NiBr).

Furthermore, the rings B+Br and iV(E)+A7'(Er) have a-structures that are iso-

morphic to di.

This theorem follows readily from 4.4, 4.3, and 3.6.

In Example 3.2, Br = 0, B=S¡®S2, and 7V(E)=7©7. Clearly ECE

C2VXB), and <>ßr(E) is isomorphic to îpr(2Y(B)).

The final result of this paper is the following partial converse of 4.5. This

result is in a sense a generalization of the results of Jaffard [5 ] and Dieudonné

[4] on semi-simple rings with minimal right ideals.

4.6 Theorem. If {Sa} is a set of prime rings each of which has an a-struc-

ture, if 5=U„5a, and if S' is a semi-prime ring with a non-atomic structure,

then S®S' has an a-structure © induced by its components. Any ring R such that

S ®S' CRC NiS) ® NiS')

has an a-structure 5R isomorphic to © and the base of R relative to 3Î is

U„(EP7V(5a)).

The structure © of S®S' is as given in 3.7. The base of S®S' relative to

@ is just 5, while the base of 2Y(S) ©TY(S') relative to the structure induced

by (and isomorphic to) © is just Ua2V(Sa). Clearly then the base of E is as

stated in 4.6.
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